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Abstract 

The MAX IV Laboratory is currently the synchrotron X-ray source with the beam of highest brilliance. Four imaging 
beamlines are in construction or in the project phase. Their common characteristic will be the high acquisition rates of 
phase-enhanced images. This high data flow will be managed at the local computing cluster jointly with the Swedish 
National Computing Infrastructure. A common image reconstruction and analysis platform is being designed to offer 
reliable quantification of the multidimensional images acquired at all the imaging beamlines at MAX IV.
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Background
The MAX IV Laboratory is a synchrotron radiation facil-
ity, administered as part of Lund University and was 
inaugurated on June 21, 2016 with an initial portfolio of 
14 experimental instrument stations, called beamlines. 
These cover mainly spectroscopy and diffraction with 
full-field imaging capabilities to be added in the follow-
ing few years. The two diffraction limited storage rings of 
MAX IV operating at electron energies of 1.5 and 3 GeV 
[1] have 30 straight sections to be allocated to beamlines. 
The first beamlines to produce imaging data will be the 
NanoMAX, SoftiMAX and DanMAX, followed later by 
BioMedMAX.

The computing infrastructure of MAX IV is being 
designed to support the operation of the imaging beam-
lines with continuously increasing complexity, peak data 
rates and data processing. Imaging beamlines have high 
demands on the data management infrastructure for both 
fast “on-site” and detailed “offline” data analysis. Consid-
ering developments in other hard X-ray techniques (cur-
rent trends in macromolecular and serial crystallography, 
sub-second time resolved spectroscopy, small angle scat-
tering and diffraction), the amount of raw data produced 
by hard X-ray detectors in MAX IV is expected to be of 
a similar scale. All the beamlines are supported to adopt 
the best practice in the computation techniques avail-
able in the relevant fields, utilizing common solutions 
if possible. MAX IV has adopted the well-established 

hierarchical data format (HDF5) [2] using the NeXus 
standard [3] where possible. There are various alterna-
tive solutions for data representation such as the Argon 
National Laboratory DataExchange [4] or CXI format 
[5] for coherent imaging data. It has also become evident 
that accessing data with low latency through smart-data 
streams is becoming an important requisite for an effec-
tive use of the next-generation light sources. Develop-
ments at various synchrotron facilities were reacting to 
this need in the past years, an example being the new 
GigaFRoST camera system [6] at the Paul Scherrer Insti-
tut or the current developments in data acquisition and 
analysis systems for X-ray free electron lasers (e.g., [7]).

The MAX IV Laboratory is hosted by the Lund Uni-
versity. Therefore, the computing resources of the Lund 
University Center for Scientific computing (Lunarc) [8] 
are accessible via the Swedish National Infrastructure for 
Computing (SNIC) [9]. Similar connections are foreseen 
to Danish imaging infrastructures located in the Copen-
hagen region nearby. This should intensify collaboration 
on computational methods and tools.

The MAX IV imaging beamlines
The main focus area of NanoMAX and SoftiMAX will be 
coherent diffraction imaging and scanning microscopy in 
hard and soft X-ray regions, respectively.

NanoMAX is a hard X-ray nanoprobe beamline with 
two instruments under development. First is the scan-
ning X-ray microscopy and diffraction station using a 
pair of Kirkpatrick–Baez mirrors focusing the beam 
down to 50–200 nm. With 1012 photons/s on sample at 
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10 keV this instrument will fully utilize the highly coher-
ent flux of the MAX IV source. The second instrument is 
based on Fresnel zone plate optics focusing down to 10 
nm. Both instruments will be able to deliver 3D datasets 
with the main characteristic of being composed of rather 
few angular projections. The scanning methods will be in 
general slower than full-field imaging.

SoftiMAX is designed to be a two-branch soft X-ray 
(275–2500 eV) beamline with the first branch designed 
for scanning transmission X-ray microscopy (STXM) 
including ptychography. The beamline will utilize very 
high flux at shorter wavelengths from the 3-GeV ring 
with photon beam focused to 10–100 nm. The second 
branch will be a modular coherent X-ray imaging (CXI) 
station.

The DanMAX beamline will combine diffraction and 
full-field micrometer scale imaging mainly oriented to 
in  situ experiments with hard X-rays (10–40 keV). Fast 
CMOS detectors are expected to deliver several GB of 
data per second. The natural workflow will include near-
field (Fresnel) phase reconstruction routines coupled to 
tomographic reconstruction.

BioMedMAX will be the first MAX IV beamline fully 
dedicated to full-field imaging in the Fresnel diffraction 
regime with hard X-rays (12–40 keV). With emphasis on 
studying processes in biological systems at the microm-
eter scale, advanced acquisition triggering will be of 
high importance. Similarly to DanMAX, this beamline is 
expected to deliver typically well-sampled Fourier space 
in the tomographic settings with rather high noise con-
tent as a consequence of radiation dose optimization and 
short exposure times.

Controlling the image acquisition
Sardana control system
Sardana [10] is a software suite for Supervision, Control 
and Data Acquisition (SCADA) in scientific installa-
tions. It aims to reduce cost and time of design, devel-
opment and support of the control and data acquisition 
(DAQ) systems. Sardana development was started at the 
ALBA synchrotron (Spain) and designed using a large 
experience from ESRF beamlines. Today, it is used and 
supported by a larger community which includes sev-
eral other laboratories (ALBA, DESY, MAX IV, Sola-
ris). Sardana was evaluated at the Max-lab facility for a 
potential use at the next MAX IV Laboratory. After the 
completion of the MAX IV Laboratory, it became the 
preferred platform even though its immaturity in terms 
of well-developed user friendliness was apparent. It was 
foreseen that the community would improve this as its 
use became more widespread. The main desirable char-
acteristics of Sardana are as follows:

  • The same programming language (python) is used 
to implement the framework, resulting in a more 
accessible application and lower complexity. This was 
thought to have a positive impact for the user auton-
omy. Python is very widespread both in the control 
system and scientific software domains which gives 
more accessibility to these communities.

  • Sardana is fully integrated with Tango [11] and there-
fore complementing the Tango standard which was 
already chosen for MAX IV.

  • Taurus [12] provided an easy way to build simple or 
complex graphical panels with easy access methods 
for displaying data acquisition results and control of 
the instrumentation, making it versatile for all accel-
erator and beamline graphical interfaces.

Control with virtual machines
Maintenance of computer hardware in a research facility 
can be a difficult task because of the widespread distri-
bution of components, sometimes difficult to access. This 
can lead to issues related to maintaining good reliability 
and reducing down time caused by computer component 
failures. In a distributed control system, a controller is 
present near every sensor or actuator and traditionally 
requires some computer locally connected via an inter-
face. In the MAX IV control system architecture, the 
hardware controller manages the hard real-time opera-
tion. In combination, all soft real-time operations are del-
egated to the higher level control computing. Nowadays, 
more and more connections from devices are made using 
Ethernet, permitting easier management of the compute 
resources by relocating the control computing hard-
ware elements into a virtual machine cluster. In this way, 
only the hardware controller remains distributed, which 
reduces the distribution of complex computer systems, 
therefore improving reliability. Other advantages include 
centralized management with features, such as automatic 
fail-over of control virtual machines, remote software 
configuration of machine CPUs, and storage and easy 
online upgrade of the overall capacity when needed, e.g., 
adding more dedicated CPU when the software needs 
more resources.

Integrating new elements
The Sardana/Tango SCADA is designed for straightfor-
ward integration of new components. Area X-ray detec-
tors are the most complex elements of the imaging DAQ 
as they are expected to produce the crucial data. Their 
integration into the acquisition process has three layers.

1. In the lowest control layer, the specific device con-
trol protocol is adapted to Tango by an intermediate 
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LIMA (Library for Image Analysis) system (initially 
an ESRF development) [13], providing a generic 
Tango interface for the class of “Detector” (2D or 
1D). Other non-generic Tango interfaces can be 
developed when need to access a specific set of fea-
tures.

2. Sardana is the second layer in the acquisition work 
flow which orchestrates acquisitions and data record-
ing. Hardware devices to control are divided into cat-
egories (actuators, sensors, counters, etc.) associated 
with a generic programmable interface. It ensures 
that data are acquired without including too much 
specific control logic in the code that executes the 
sequence. Equipment incompatible with the conven-
tional detector interface defined by LIMA is trans-
parently handled by specific extensions. The role of 
Sardana is also to make sure data are formatted and 
stored in a safe space.

3. The last layer of the acquisition process provides raw 
data visualization and processing. The visualization 
channel uses Sardana and LIMA interfaces to which 
any suitable plotting software can be connected. 
Besides this basic data visualization concept, MAX 
IV aims to provide a platform for handling (imaging) 
data with advanced methods and algorithms already 
during the experiment to maximize effective use of 
the experimental time. In its most cutting edge vari-
ants, it is on-the-fly data handling with feedback to 
experiment in the form of already interpreted data 
[6, 7, 14]. The platform for handling imaging data 
will be running at the central computing infrastruc-
ture (see Fig. 1). From the control point of view, the 
first task is pushing data down in the scheme from 
the beamlines in Fig.  1. The protocols depend on 
capabilities of detector systems. Processing HDF5 
data with low latencies is always possible today but 
huge improvement can be achieved using the LIMA 
interface also for data transfer or streaming protocols 
supported directly in the detectors. We refer here to 
current developments as GigaFRoST [6] or trends in 
high data rate macromolecular crystallography [15]. 
Another control task is providing a feedback from 
fast data analysis done at the computing infrastruc-
ture to the beamline control system (as indicated in 
Fig. 1). Finally, the important role of Sardana is also 
managing the master experimental HDF5/NeXus 
data file and making links to HDF5 data provided by 
detectors or processed from the streams.

Data flow handling
The overall data flow from the imaging experimental sta-
tions is schematically depicted in Fig.  1. It regards the 
needs of diverse imaging methods, as presented in the 

right part of the picture. Opposite, the available local 
and national infrastructure is indicated in the left part of 
Fig. 1. Data are pushed from detectors in the top part of 
the schema down to the central MAX IV computing and 
storage infrastructure and further to high-performance 
computing networks in the bottom.

With the high brightness of the new light source, it 
is expected to use high frame rate capabilities of mod-
ern detectors producing steady data flows in the range 
of 1–10 Gbit/s and even more in case of tomography. 
MAX IV beamlines are installed with 2 × 10 Gbit/s 
connection to the central infrastructure. Moreover this 
can be extended, as e.g., in the case of a crystallography 
beamline—at the moment to 40 Gbit/s for a 16M Eiger 
detector.

The standard data format at MAX IV is HDF5 [2] 
adding the NeXus convention [3] as an option. Com-
pression will be used wherever possible to reduce the 
volume. Data from detectors, other experimental chan-
nels and results of the preliminary analysis done during 
the experiment will be complemented with metadata, 
including information about, e.g., the proposal team. 
MAX IV will keep these data on site for a maximum 
of 3 months for transfer to the users’ home institute or 
remote computing/storage center. However, the MAX 
IV data catalog will permanently store the experimen-
tal metadata and provide a persistent identifier for each 
data collection.

Data will be replicated, using a dedicated network, onto 
a separate storage system at the Lund University com-
puting center (Lunarc). The replicated data at the Lunarc 
site can be efficiently transferred to offline resources 
at Lunarc or to other SNIC sites using the 100-GB/s 
SUNET C network within the 3-month retention period. 
This setup also ensures that the user data transfer does 
not impact the experiment at the beamlines.

For a scientist, it is crucial how measured data can 
be reached. Besides having a basic access to data in the 
beamline, “expert” users will be able to handle data by 
algorithms and computational methods at the comput-
ing cluster during the experiment. With longer latencies, 
scientists can run analysis at Lunarc and later after the 
experiment from SNIC. Providing user access to com-
puting resources is a mission and know-how of these big 
infrastructures.

Our initial analysis environment will serve to the first 
operating beamlines (one for protein crystallography and 
NanoMAX for imaging and microscopy). The underlying, 
scalable, infrastructure is using the high-performance 
IBM Spectrum Scale file system and is connected to a 
computing cluster with tailored resources for each exper-
iment. A typical setup on the compute cluster for an 
imaging beamline is 200 cores, 4 GPU nodes and 400 TB 
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storage. The system will be accessible via terminal or a 
remote desktop solution using full hardware acceleration.

Timing the acquisition
An obvious asset of imaging in full-field mode (and the 
near-field diffraction regime) is the simple and robust 
experimental setup, flexible sample environments but 
most importantly a uniquely fast acquisition of a large 
3D dataset [16]. The timing of such experiments is 
critical and is up to now only weakly correlated with 
the dynamics in the sample. One reason is that there 
is practically no feedback available at these acquisition 
rates. Our concept of real-time data monitoring at the 
imaging beamline at MAX IV will enable an informed 
decision taking process in terms of acquisition control 
and raw data recording. This step is critical for ensur-
ing that only relevant raw data are saved and enter the 
offline analysis pipeline. One way to achieve this is 
through fast tomographic reconstruction and feature 
separation (image binarization) with consequent basic 

topological and statistical measurement on selected 
tomographic slices.

Image analysis
Tomographic and phase reconstruction platform
At synchrotron facilities, the image reconstruction 
(tomographic and phase) is often provided using one 
single method that has proven to be robust. There are no 
enough resources or know-how directly at the facilities to 
develop or simply implement existing multiple advanced 
reconstruction methods. We think that a platform based 
on the recently developed Operation Discretisation 
Library (ODL) [17] in python will stimulate the devel-
opment and implementation of modern tomographic 
and phase reconstruction schemes to reflect the vari-
able experimental settings. In particular, this approach 
will favor the construction of iterative schemes com-
bining tomography and phase retrieval in the near-field 
(tomographic microscopy) and far-field (ptychography) 
approximation. Currently, the library includes the Astra 

Fig. 1 A schematic representation of the imaging data flow concept at MAX IV (on the left). The corresponding sequence of imaging data process-
ing methods is depicted on the right side of the diagram
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toolbox and the Gridrec forward projector [18]. When 
completed by most of the modern and also traditional 
tomographic and phase reconstruction operators and 
when the support of large data volumes and compatibility 
with real-time data monitoring is enabled, the ODL will 
be a valuable tool at the imaging beamlines for fast proto-
typing to facilitate advances.

Currently, there are three distinct groups of tomo-
graphic reconstruction routines implemented at the 
Lunarc GPU cluster. One being a Log-polar fast Radon 
transform approach developed at the Mathematics 
Department at Lund University [20], the second being 
algebraic methods such as SIRT and the third group 
being discrete methods such as DART and an energy 
minimization method [21]. The latter are more com-
putationally intensive and therefore slower. But useful 
for specific cases in particular when a small number of 
higher quality projections are available. Contrary, the 
first method is fast and qualifies for on-the-fly data analy-
sis during experiment making it particularly valuable for 
processing time resolved acquisition. Performance of all 
the methods in terms of speed is evaluated in Table  1, 
taken from [20].

Quantitative analysis
The acquisition of time resolved three-dimensional 
datasets brings several major challenges. First, the more 
precise in time and space we are becoming the larger 
becomes the data size, surpassing easily several TB when 
following one single dynamic process lasting less then 
10 min. Second, new user communities are attracted to 
synchrotron facilities by the unique capabilities coming 
up, offered by the higher brightness and faster detectors. 
These users have typically very limited or non-existent 
help for data analysis. Some guidance is traditionally 
offered in the spare time of the facility staff, but in the 
majority of cases the user is left alone with the task to 
find ways to access and retrieve the relevant information. 
Third, it is imperative that quantitative results emerge for 

these facilities to become a routine tool of use for materi-
als design and structural biology, among others.

One way of dealing with the high demand for fea-
ture extraction tools from multi-dimensional images 
is to introduce showcases comprising typical features 
re-occurring in various scientific fields. One example 
is cellular systems. A lot of effort has been put into the 
development of quantitative analysis tools of complex 
cellular systems in the past [23], yet no reliable single tool 
exists today that would give a confidence level better than 
a few percents in the quantification of the topology and 
texture of this type of images. In the case of liquid foams, 
the main reason is that the resolution of dynamic tomo-
graphic microscopy is insufficient to resolve the films 
between individual cells, yet the analysis imperatively 
expects each single cell uniquely labeled to distinguish 
the boundaries between them. The new direction which 
we think has a potential to help in this is to refine the 
outcome of basic image processing by modeling the sys-
tem using Monte Carlo methods. We used Cellular Potts 
Model [24], in the framework of the open source soft-
ware CompuCell3D [25] one can reconstruct the correct 
foam from the tomographic images and to obtain a real-
istic description of the foam topology in 3D. Foam behav-
ior and structure are determined by physical boundaries; 
in particular, the surface tension is the main contribu-
tion to the total entropy of a foam structure. Starting 
from a rough initial guess, the individual cell wall posi-
tions predicted by simple image processing in a liquid 
foam are refined using the Cellular Potts Model in Fig. 2 
by minimizing the surface tension. Bringing physical 
laws into the image processing workflow is an attractive 
opportunity that is likely to help in gaining confidence in 
the quantification platforms applied to complex multi-
dimensional data. For a number of selected shapes, basic 
but robust quantitative image analysis workflows should 
be developed to guide the users of imaging facilities 
toward an efficient and reliable quantification of acquired 
images.

Conclusions
The high coherent flux of the MAX IV laboratory will 
be best used to advance time resolved experiments to 
reach a performance never seen before. The fast data 
acquisition will be inevitably accompanied by high data 
flow rates which will be sustainable only if adequate data 
reduction schemes are going to be established. The data 
handling concept at MAX IV has been designed such 
that it will support real-time data visualization and pro-
mote remote offline data analysis through the off-site 
computing clusters. The mirroring of data analysis pack-
ages to these clusters will enable simplified access to the 
information content of the multidimensional images.

Table 1 Benchmarking the fast radon transform algorithm 
implemented at the Lunarc GPU cluster

The data are taken from [20] where the authors compared among others the 
following four methods: LP Log-Polar Radon transform and backprojection 
developed by the authors, FBP as implemented in the Astra toolbox [19], IRT 
Image Reconstruction Toolbox [22]

Each algorithm is evaluated for the image size of 1024 and 2048 pixels (values 
represent computational time in seconds)

Method 1024 2048

LP/GPU 1.2 10−2 4.5 10−2 

FBP (ASTRA)/GPU 4.3 10−2 2.8 10−1

LP/CPU 1.1 10−1 4 10−1 

IRT/CPU 1.7 1.2 101 
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